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18Mg was observed, for the first time, by the invariant-mass reconstruction of 14O + 4p events. The
ground-state decay energy and width are ET = 4.865(34) MeV and Γ = 115(100) keV, respectively.
The observed momentum correlations between the 5 particles are consistent with two sequential
steps of prompt 2p decay passing through the ground state of 16Ne. The invariant-mass spectrum
also provides evidence for an excited state at an excitation energy of 1.84(14) MeV which is likely
the first excited 2+ state. As this energy exceeds that for the 2+ state in 20Mg, this observation
provides an argument for the demise of the N = 8 shell closure in nuclei far from stability. However,
in open systems this classical argument for shell strength is compromised by Thomas-Ehrman shifts.

Introduction.—Wrinkled along the proton drip line are1

1p and 3p emitters, for odd-Z isotopes, and 2p emit-2

ters for even-Z isotopes. The existence of the latter ex-3

otic decay, i.e. two-proton radioactivity, was predicted in4

the 1960s by Goldansky [1], and has been experimentally5

observed in many nuclei from 6Be to 67Kr [2–11]. By6

studying the momentum correlations in such three-body7

decays, one can access information about the structure8

of the nucleus prior to its decay [12].9

For light nuclei, the relevant subsection of the chart10

of nuclei is displayed in Fig. 1, several ground-state 2p11

emitters have been studied utilizing the invariant-mass12

method; these include 6Be [2], 11,12O [4, 5], 15,16Ne [6, 7],13

and 19Mg [8]. In this mass region, there are 3 nuclei14

known to undergo 3p emission, (7B [13], 13F [14], and15

17Na [15]). Prior to the work reported here, there has16

been only one observation of a 4p emitter, 8C. The ground17

state of this exotic nucleus decays in two sequential steps18

of direct 2p emission, through the ground state of 6Be [3].19

In this Letter, we report the first observation of 18Mg.20

The decay of its ground state is consistent with two se-21

quential steps of direct 2p emission, through the ground22

sate of 16Ne. We also report evidence for an excited state23

of 18Mg. Most likely this state is the first 2+ state and its24

relatively large excitation energy provides an argument25

for the demise of the N = 8 magic number at the proton26

drip line.27

Experiment.—The experiment was performed at the28

National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at29

Michigan State University. A primary beam of 24Mg was30
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FIG. 1. Subsection of the chart of nuclei. Those nuclei which
have been shown experimentally to decay by 1p (green), 2p
(blue), 3p (purple) and 4p (pink) emission are highlighted.

accelerated through the Coupled Cyclotron Facility up31

to E/A = 170 MeV and fragmented on a 9Be primary32

target. A secondary beam of 20Mg at E/A = 103 MeV33

was then separated with the A1900 fragment separator34

[16, 17] with an intensity of 5600 pps and a purity of35

31%. The incoming beam particles were identified on an36



2

event-by-event basis via their time-of-flight between two1

plastic scintillators.2

The 20Mg beam impinged on a 1-mm-thick secondary3

9Be target, producing 18Mg resonances via two-neutron4

knockout reactions, which promptly decay into 14O and5

four protons. The protons were detected in an annular6

1-mm-thick double-sided silicon-strip detector backed by7

an annular array of CsI(Tl) crystals, with polar angles8

subtending from 1.2◦ to 10.1◦ in the laboratory. The9

silicon detector is segmented into 128 pie-shaped sectors10

on one side and 128 concentric rings on the other [18].11

The CsI(Tl) array was composed of twenty 50-mm-thick12

crystals, arranged in two concentric rings with 4 and 1613

detectors in the inner and outer rings, respectively. Sig-14

nals produced in the Si strips were processed with the15

HINP16C analog chip electronics [19], while the signals16

of the CsI(Tl) array were processed by the conventional17

analog system. A 6-mm-thick aluminum absorber was18

placed in front of the silicon detector to protect it from19

scattered beam particles and to ensure the high-energy20

protons stop in the CsI(Tl) crystals.21

The 14O residues passed through the central hole of22

10 mm diameter in the Si detector and CsI(Tl) array,23

and were detected in an orthogonal arrays of scintillating24

fiber ribbons. Each ribbon was comprised of 64 square-25

cross-sectional fibers (0.25 × 0.25 mm2). One end of each26

fiber was coupled to a 8×8 multi-anode photomultiplier27

and read out from its four edges with a resistive network.28

This scintillating-fiber array (SFA) provided the hit posi-29

tion of the 14O residues close to the location of proton de-30

tection. The SFA improves the invariant-mass resolution31

by accurately measuring the relative angles between the32

exit-channel fragments thus eliminating the need to track33

the beam trajectory. The S800 spectrograph [20, 21] was34

used to provide the particle identification and energy of35

the residues.36

The energy calibration of the Si detector was made37

with a 232U alpha source, while the CsI(Tl) detectors38

were calibrated using a 120-MeV proton beam and two39

degraders of different thicknesses. The calibration was40

verified by reconstructing the previously-measured in-41

variant mass of 16Ne. From the present data, we obtain42

Q2p(
16Neg.s.) = 1.425(4) MeV, a value consistent with43

the AME2020 atomic mass evaluation value of 1.401(20)44

MeV [22]. The quoted errors for decay energies of 16Ne45

and 18Mg extracted in this work are statistical. Based on46

comparison to known resonances, we assign an additional47

systematic uncertainty of 30 keV on the centroids.48

Experimental results.—The spectrum of the total de-49

cay energy ET constructed from the invariant mass of all50

detected 14O + 4p events is shown in Fig. 2. Two peaks51

can be clearly resolved above a smooth background. The52

background has been modeled with a third-order polyno-53

mial, and likely arises from non-resonant continuum de-54

cay or high-lying wide resonances. The decay energy of55

the ground state was found to be Q4p = 4.865(34) MeV.56
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FIG. 2. Decay energy (ET) spectrum for all detected 14O + 4p
events. The solid-red curves shows the fitted spectrum with
the contributions for each state given by the dashed-green
curves and the smooth background by the dashed-dotted-blue
curve. The short solid vertical lines indicate the gate (G1)
used to select 18Mgg.s. events. The inset shows the excitation
energies of the first 2+ states of the light Mg isotopes. The
numbers give the excitation energy in MeV of the 2+ states.

While this is lower than the earlier values of 5.271(100)57

MeV and 5.634(34) MeV predicted by a potential model58

[23] and the improved Kelson-Garvey mass relations [24],59

respectively, it comes within the uncertainty of the pre-60

dicted value of 5.241(360) MeV by a parametrization61

method based on mirror energy differences [25]. In ad-62

dition, a very recent calculation by Gamow shell model63

gives a prediction of 4.898 MeV [26] which is very close64

to the experimental result and will be discussed in detail65

below.66

The second resonance is at ET = 6.71(14) MeV, which67

corresponds to an excitation energy of 1.84(14) MeV.68

This resonance is likely the first 2+ state which would69

then have an upward shift of around 250 keV from the70

known value of 1.588(8) MeV in the mirror 18C [27]. The71

inset to Fig. 2 shows the excitation energies of the first 2+72

states, E(2+1 ), for the three even-even, proton-rich Mag-73

nesium isotopes. The E(2+1 ) values increase from 22Mg74

(N = 10) to 18Mg (N = 6), i.e. across N = 8, possibly75

indicating the loss of this shell gap in Magnesium.76

The widths of the peaks in the invariant-mass spec-77

trum shown in Fig. 2 are a folding of the intrinsic decay78

widths of the resonances and the experimental resolution.79

To extract the intrinsic decay widths, Monte Carlo sim-80

ulations were performed assuming Breit-Wigner intrin-81

sic line-shapes for the resonances, with the experimental82

resolution and ET-dependent efficiency incorporated. An83

energy resolution scaling factor for the CsI(Tl) detectors84

was included and fine tuned to reproduce the 2p invari-85

ant mass of the narrow ground state of 19Mg [8, 28].86

With the best fit of the CsI(Tl) resolution and its uncer-87

tainty, the intrinsic widths of the ground state and 2+88
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FIG. 3. Decay energy (ET) spectra for the indicated sub-
systems of 18Mgg.s.. Due to the combinatorial options, each
event contributes 4, 6, 6, and 4 entries to the spectra in panels
(a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. Red lines are the results
of simulations assuming 18Mgg.s. decays to 14O + 4p by two
sequential steps of direct two-proton decay through 16Neg.s.,
where the decay correlations are assumed to be the same as
those observed for 16Neg.s.. The arrow in (b) shows the de-
cay energy of the ground-state of 16Ne. The arrow in (a) is
located at a quarter of the total ground-state decay energy
where the corresponding distribution should peak for prompt
4p decay.

state in 18Mg have been determined to be 115(100) keV1

and 266(150) keV, respectively. The experimental reso-2

lution at the centroids of the two peaks are 520 and 6403

keV, respectively.4

The decay of 18Mgg.s. is studied by examination of5

the decay-energy spectra of the four subsystems (14O+p,6

14O+2p, 14O+3p, p+p), see Fig. 3. The events were7

selected using the gate G1 shown in Fig. 2 where the8

fitted background under the peak is only 11% and can9

be largely ignored. Taking the second of these subsys-10

tems as an example, the relative energy of each of the six11

possible 14O+2p subsystems is calculated and used to12

increment the spectrum shown in Fig. 3(b). If 18Mgg.s.13

decays through 16Neg.s., one of the six combinations will14

give us the real (and known) decay energy for 16Neg.s.15

decaying to 14O + 2p while the other five (wrong) com-16

binations will contribute to a background in the relative17

energy spectrum. The background should be largely at18

higher energy as these combinations select protons from19

the first 18Mgg.s. decay step that has more decay energy20

(3.44 MeV) as compared to the second (1.42 MeV). This21

is in fact observed, i.e. a peak at around 1.4 MeV [see22

arrow in Fig. 3(b)] with a background of far larger inte-23

grated intensity at higher energy. The other three types24

of subevents also contain information on the correlations25

contained in the 5-body exit channel.26

In order to use all of the information in the 4 subevent27

spectra, we have constructed a Monte Carlo simulation28

of 18Mgg.s. decay, with subevent selection, where the ex-29

perimental resolution and efficiency have been consid-30

ered. These simulations are fitted simultaneously to all31

4 subevent types shown in Fig. 3 with only one fitting32

parameter - a common scaling. The red curves in Fig.33

3 are the simulated results for 18Mgg.s. decay assuming34

two sequential steps of direct two-proton decay, that is,35

18Mgg.s. →
16Neg.s. + 2p, followed by 16Neg.s. →

14Og.s.36

+ 2p. The two decay steps were both sampled from the37

known 16Neg.s. decay correlations [7] which is dominated38

by the emission of two s1/2 protons [29]. This simulation39

reproduces all subevent distributions indicating that the40

decay of 18Mgg.s. is consistent with two sequential steps of41

direct 2p emission. This agreement also suggests a large42

s1/2 occupancy in 18Mgg.s. as is the case in 16Neg.s..43

While a realistic simulation of prompt five-body de-44

cay is beyond our present abilities, there is one aspect of45

such a decay that can be considered. In prompt 2p de-46

cay, the two core+p relative energies are approximately47

the same [2, 7, 10, 29] as this maximizes the product48

of their barrier penetration factors. Similarly in 4p de-49

cay, we expect the four core+p relative energies to be50

approximately the same. Thus for 4p decay, the 14O+p51

distribution in Fig. 3(a) should peak at a quarter of the52

ground-state decay energy which is indicated by the ar-53

row. Clearly we can rule out prompt 4p decay as the54

dominant decay mechanism, but a minor contribution is55

possible.56

An alternative way to create a 16Neg.s. intermediate57

state is via two initial steps of sequential one-proton de-58

cay. If such a decay passed through one narrow 17Na59

intermediate, then we would have excepted to see an un-60

explained peak in Fig. 3(d) associated with its decay. On61

the other hand, if a very-wide 17Na intermediate state is62

involved, then this is basically the same as a prompt 2p63

decay to 16Ne. However, we cannot rule out the possibil-64

ity of decays through multiple 17Na intermediate states65

which may give rise to similar correlations. Presently66

only one 17Na state has been identified with a decay en-67

ergy Q3p = 4.85(6) MeV [15] which is close to the limit of68

what is energetically allowed for Q4p = 4.865(34) MeV.69

Theory.—As the newly discovered nuclide is a res-70

onance, a continuum cognizant structure model is re-71

quired. We choose to compare to the Gamow shell model72

(GSM) [30] as this model has very recently been used73

to make predictions for 18Mg [26] and has also been74

used to calculate the excitation energies of the first 2+75

states for A ≈ 20 nuclei [31]. In the GSM, the employed76

Berggren basis contains bound, resonance and scatter-77

ing one-body states. This allows incorporation of con-78

tinuum coupling and generation of many-body nuclear79

wave functions with asymptotic forms appropriate for80

halo or resonance states. By comparison, the standard81

harmonic-oscillator shell model (HO-SM) [32] is only for-82
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FIG. 4. Comparison of experimental results and the theo-
retical calculations of GSM and HO-SM. The energy levels
in (a) 18Mg and (b) 20Mg are relative to the 14O + 4p and
16O + 4p thresholds, respectively. The shaded bars and the
numbers above (units keV) indicate the decay widths of the
18Mg states observed in this work and from the predictions of
Gamow shell model.

TABLE I. GSM and HO-SM results for the ESPEs of the
proton 1s1/2 and 0d5/2 orbits in 18Mg and 20Mg, as well as

the proton occupation numbers (np) of these orbits for the 0+
1

and 2+
1 states. ESPEs are in MeV.

GSM HO-SM

ESPE np(0+
1 ) np(2+

1 ) ESPE np(0+
1 ) np(2+

1 )

18Mg
1s1/2 1.28 1.62 1.40 2.00 1.29 1.16

0d5/2 2.72 2.14 2.40 2.84 2.40 2.56

20Mg
1s1/2 0.76 0.27 0.45 1.12 0.22 0.36

0d5/2 -0.75 3.46 3.33 -0.74 3.32 3.22

mally suited for well-bound or well-quasi-bound nuclei1

[33].2

To investigate the role that the continuum coupling3

plays in the structure of 18Mg resonances and bound4

20Mg states, the HO-SM calculations using the same in-5

teraction as GSM [26, 31] have also been made. For 20Mg6

[Fig. 4 (b)], the levels given by GSM and HO-SM are7

close in energy with no significant differences. However,8

for 18Mg [Fig. 4(a)], these two models give energy levels9

differing by more than 600 keV. The actual decay energy10

of the ground state of 18Mg is nicely reproduced by the11

GSM but not by the HO-SM. The GSM marginally over-12

suppresses the energy of the 2+ state in 18Mg, relative13

to the HO-SM, but comes closer to the actual value than14

the latter. The GSM also produces widths consistent15

with experiment as shown in Fig. 4(a).16

The effective single-particle energies (ESPEs) and oc-17

cupancies of the 1s1/2 and 0d5/2 proton orbits for 18Mg18

and 20Mg are given in Table I by the GSM and HO-SM.19

(The ESPEs are energies relative to the core.) As com-20

pared to the HO-SM, the effect of the continuum con-21
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FIG. 5. Excitation energies of the first 2+ states for a series
of isotopes (a) and isotones (b) for Z or N = 10, 12, and 14.
The dark red point in (a) shows the first experimental value
for 18Mg (this work). For comparison the results from the
GSM for 18,20Mg (Z = 12) are shown in panel (a) in black
lines.

sidered in the GSM is to lower the 1s1/2 energy in 18Mg22

and increase its occupancy. While the same can be said23

for the more stable 20Mg, the changes are much less. By24

comparison, the ESPEs of the 0d5/2 barely move. In both25

calculations the occupancy of 1s1/2 orbit is far greater in26

the lighter isotope and the coupling to the continuum in-27

creases the occupancy of this orbit for both the ground28

state and the 2+ state.29

2+ systematics.— Fig. 5 displays the evolution of the30

excitation energies for the first 2+ states for isotopes (iso-31

tones) of Z(N) = 10, 12, and 14. For the isotonic system-32

atics [Fig. 5 (b)], the maxima appear at Z = 8 for all three33

data sets. The N = 14 isotonic data set displays the very34

large 2+ excitation for 22O, indicating the doubly-magic35

nature of this nucleus [34, 35]. While the lightest Sili-36

con isotopes (Z = 14) are unknown, the existing isotopic37

data [Fig. 5(a)] are, with one exception, similar with the38

isotonic data, reflecting good mirror symmetry. For ex-39

ample the N = 8 maximum still remains in Neon (Z =40

10). The conspicuous exception is with the new datum41

for 18Mg. The 2+ excitation energy of 18Mg (N = 6) is42

slightly higher than that of 20Mg (N = 8), the opposite43

of what would be expected if N = 8 were magic at Z44

= 12, and opposite to the trend for the mirrors. This45
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aspect of the 2+ evolution is not predicted by the GSM1

[see Fig 5(a)]. Taken at face value, this larger 2+ exci-2

tation energy and the large quadrupole deformation of3

20Mg (extracted from inelastic deuteron scattering [36])4

support the argument that N = 8 shell gap is weak-5

ened at the proton drip line. However, it is also true6

that the 2+ excitation energy is impacted by differential7

Thomas-Ehrman shifts [37, 38]. While the GSM predicts8

similar downshifts for the two levels [Fig. 4(a)], if the 2+9

downshift was reduced due to a smaller s1/2 occupancy10

compared to its value in Table I, the predicted excitation11

energy would be increased. Further studies are needed12

to disentangle these two effects.13

Conclusions.—We have observed, for the first time,14

18Mg via its decay into 4p+ 14O. The ground-state decay15

energy was found to be ET = 4.865(34) MeV. The decay16

of the ground state of this nucleus is consistent with two17

sequential steps of 2p decay. Another state at 1.84(14)18

MeV of excitation was also observed and it is likely the19

first 2+ state. Comparing this excitation energy to that20

for the first excited state of 20Mg possibly indicates a21

weakening of the N = 8 shell closure in Magnesium. The22

Gamow shell model and harmonic-oscillator shell model23

were used to study the effects of coupling to the con-24

tinuum. The former, but not the latter, can reproduce25

the ground-state properties. However, the Gamow shell26

model does not predict that the 2+1 excitation energy is27

higher in 18Mg than in 20Mg. Extending the studies to28

N = 8 at Z = 14, i.e. 22Si, would help with the inter-29

pretation of these trends.30
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